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Elections

Preparing for
the polls
Nasim Ahmed

The next general elections are still more than a year away, but all major
political parties in the country have kicked off their election campaigns, lending
credence to rumours that they may be called earlier than scheduled.
There has been a sudden spurt in political activity all across the land. PPP
co-chairman Asif Zardari set up camp in Punjab, while Nawaz Sharif has made
forays in the interior of Sindh. On the other hand, the PTI is busy drumming
up support in KP, Punjab and Sindh. Jamaat-e-Islami, JUI-F and other minor
parties too have begun flexing their muscle.
Speaking at a rally in Multan last week, Asif Zardari thundered that the fouryear era of politics of reconciliation has ended and claimed that the PPP will
form the next government at the centre: “Then we will show Punjab what real
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progress looks like — unlike what the current government has achieved.” At a
rally in Larkana a little later, Asif Zardari announced that the next prime minister
would be elected from the ranks of the PPP, citing the recent party rallies in
Punjab which attracted large crowds, especially in southern Punjab.
Not to be left behind, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif flew to Sindh to carve
out a niche for the PML-N in the PPP’s stronghold. Addressing a political gathering in Hyderabad, he claimed that the PPP had nothing to show for the four
years they ruled in Sindh: "All I see is dust when I travel on Karachi's roads.
There has been no progress in Karachi, which is Pakistan's economic hub."
The PTI, the third leg of Pakistan’s political triad, is not sitting idle. Taking
a dig at the chiefs of both the PML-N and PPP, PTI Chairman Imran Khan
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tweeted last week: "Nawaz in Sindh & Zardari in Punjab — height of Noora
Kushti between two experts in match fixing." Later, addressing a public meeting
in Peshawar he charged that notwithstanding the public show of hostility, the
PPP and the ruling PML-N had entered into an underhand “deal” to save each
other from accountability. He claimed that the release of Dr. Asim Hussain,
Ayyan Ali being allowed to leave Pakistan, the return and release of Sharjeel
Memon and even the presence of Nawaz Sharif in Sindh were all part of a
“deal with the government”, in exchange for favourable treatment over the
Panama scandal.
PTI’s claims are nothing new and reflect the official party policy. The PTI
sticking to the line in a fast changing political scenario gives the lie to media
reports recently pointing to the possibility of an accord between PTI and PPP
to oppose the monolith of PML-N in Punjab. These reports had also mentioned
second-tier leaders from the two parties meeting unofficially to discuss the
terms of an accommodation. But the latest party position as articulated by
Imran Khan puts at rest all speculation in this regard.
Amid the cacophony, political analysts have raised some pertinent questions relating to an alleged secret deal between the PML-N and PPP to cooperate behind the scenes to prevent the PTI from entering the corridors of power
at any cost. The commonality of views between the two parties on the issue is
said to be buttressed by the fear that if catapulted to power, the PTI will not
spare anyone and put both the PML-N and PPP through the wringer of accountability.
It has been further reported that to agree to the proposed secret deal, the
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PPP demanded its pound of flesh which has been conceded in the form of the
sudden withdrawal of corruption charges against half a dozen PPP leaders and
their release from judicial and executive custody. Zardari’s foray into Punjab is
also seen as part of the plan designed to divert public attention and wean away
those PPP voters who had tilted towards the PTI in the last polls.
While discussing various possibilities, it is important to note here that the
political context for the next elections is totally different from the one in which
the 2013 polls were held. The only issue then was the corruption and incompetence of the PPP government. And it was a foregone conclusion that the
PPP would lose heavily, which it did. The PPP was wiped out from Punjab and
confined to Sindh.
A surprise result was the emergence of the PTI as the second biggest party
in Pakistan. Although the PML-N scored a clear victory both in Punjab and at
the centre, soon afterwards it faced an aggressive onslaught from the PTI on
the issue of alleged rigging in the elections. Since then, the PTI has veered
course and taken on both the PML-N and PPP, accusing them of indulging in
massive corruption.
Given this scenario and the damage the PML-N has suffered in the public
eye due to the Panama case, the possibility of a deal with the PPP cannot be
ruled. The PML-N is more concerned about protecting its home base in Punjab
which is under threat from the PTI. In this connection, the PPP talking about
forming the government at the centre is significant. For, as per the original understanding, it is now the PPP’s turn to rule in Islamabad. Strange, indeed, are
the ways of Pakistani politics.n
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Water

A crisis in the
making
Nasim Ahmed

As in previous years, World Water Day was observed on March 22. That
the day passed quietly and without much notice shows our collective callousness and negligence towards a problem vitally linked to our future survival.
The theme for this year’s World Water Day is “Why Waste Water?” The
theme’s relevance cannot be overstated because most of us, individually and
collectively, heartlessly waste water. Pakistan is totally dependent on the
Indus river system for its freshwater needs. A little more than 50 percent of
that water comes from the melting glaciers. Around 90 percent of this water
is used in agriculture, 4-5 percent for domestic purposes, and the rest for industry.
Undoubtedly, we are among the world’s most inefficient users of water.
Water wastage is rampant in the domestic sector as well as in agriculture and
industry. As we know, water is a key ingredient for agricultural production.
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While talking about water needs, we mostly discuss the supply side of the
issue, and no attention is paid to the crucial issue of low water productivity.
Pakistan’s productivity per unit of water is only 0.13 kg per cubic meter, which
is almost one third of neighbouring India where water productivity is 0.39
kg/m3. China’s productivity is even higher i.e. 0.82 kg/m3. Likewise productivity per unit of land is another ignored priority. Pakistan produces 2.65 metric
tons of wheat per hectare which is lower than 2.91 MT/hectare of India.
Ukraine and Uzbekistan produce 3.09 and 4.43 metric tons of wheat per
hectare, respectively. Pakistan produces 3.64 MT/hectare of rice compared to
4 MT/hectare in Bangladesh and 4.73 in Indonesia.
Pakistan grows rice on 2.8 million hectares and sugarcane on 1.1 million
hectares. Both are water guzzling crops requiring 1,500 mm and 1,800 mm of
water compared to only 480 mm consumed by wheat. Since water is an input,
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In households across the country (except, perhaps, Karachi,
where residents actually have to
pay the tanker mafia for their
water needs and hence value it
more), water is considered free
and is wasted each day. There
are no metered supplies for
water, so homeowners feel they
can wash their cars every day.
Most industries in Pakistan use
sweet groundwater for their
production processes — very
little of it is recycled.

its value should be measured in terms of its output. In this perspective, the
fundamental issue is that of productivity of water and land. In other words, Pakistan can achieve the end objective of higher yields by enhancing the output
of water. High-delta crops like sugar cane and rice use up a lot of precious
water for a country that is already facing water shortages.
The same pattern of wastage can be seen in the 10% of water used domestically and in industry.
In households across the country (except, perhaps, Karachi, where residents actually have to pay the tanker mafia for their water needs and hence
value it more), water is considered free and is wasted each day. There are no
metered supplies for water, so homeowners feel they can wash their cars every
day. Most industries in Pakistan use sweet groundwater for their production
processes — very little of it is recycled. Further, due to industrial waste and
agricultural runoff, our drinking water supplies have been contaminated.
Per capita water availability has fallen from approximately 5,000 cubic meters per year to around 1,000 cubic meters per year now. According to the
World Bank, we are heading towards water availability of less than 1,000 cubic
meters per year per person by 2035. In Balochistan, the kaarez have gone dry
and in Lahore the groundwater is going down. In its recent report, the Pakistan
Council of Research in Water Resources (PCRWR) has warned that the country will approach absolute water scarcity by 2025. The study predicts that if no
remedial measures are taken the country will face a drought-like situation in
the near future. It is a silent crisis building up with serious consequences for
the future of the country.
Pakistan is now facing extreme weather conditions, including frequent
bouts of floods and droughts that cause severe damage to the country’s agricultural, livestock and water infrastructure. Much of these costs is attributable
to lack of adequate storage capacity. The total dam storage in Pakistan represents only 30 days of average demand, compared to 1,000 days for Egypt and
220 days for India. A new study by the IMF quotes Pakistan as a case study
“where, despite an abundance of water a few decades ago, lagging policies
have raised the prospect of water scarcity that could threaten all aspects of
the economy”. The study says that water scarcity in Pakistan could threaten
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all aspects of the national economy, while blaming “lack of proper management” for the water mess we find ourselves in.
While the population has been growing fast with a concomitant increase in
agricultural and industrial activity has kept rising, we have done little to build
reservoirs and dams to conserve water and
prevent water wastage.
Over the past many years we have remained engaged in futile discussions on
building the Kalabagh dam, but the possibility of building small dams has been
ignored. To make a bad situation worse, climate change is threatening to damage and disrupt our agrarian economy. Environmental scientists have been
warning of alternating cycles of floods and drought ultimately leading to severe
water shortages. The signs are already evident in recurring floods and bouts
of drought in recent years.
Whereas storage is an important factor in easing the water shortage problem, it is not the only one. We can tackle the problem by adopting better management and conservation practices. The crisis is mainly due to “overuse and
misuse” of water and can be tackled through efficient management. Pakistan’s
ageing irrigation infrastructure and obsolete irrigation practices are another
major area of concern. Official data shows staggering loss of 65 million acre
feet (MAF) in the system. It includes 32 MAF seeping down in the saline water
pockets, rendering it unrecoverable for any other use. This amounts to storage
capacity of nearly five Kalabagh dams.
According to a report, Pakistan’s first-ever water management policy is
being formulated by the Ministry of Water and Power. To deal with the upcoming situation, there is a need to carry out research at various levels to find out
the best possible solutions. The authorities concerned must take a panoramic
view of the water challenge covering both demand and supply aspects. Any
proposed line of action should encompass population control, water efficiency,
water pricing, cropping pattern and policy reforms, storage, conservation of
water resources, public awareness, etc. There is a formidable array of issues
associated with water security of the country that needs multi-disciplinary
measures to secure water future of Pakistan. The discussions should focus
on both the conventional and non-conventional aspects of water security with
the objective of increasing yield per drop of water and per acre of land. n
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Politics

PTI in confrontational
mode
Muhammad Hassan

After years of accusing former Chief Justice Iftikhar Muhammad Chaudhry,
returning and presiding officers and the Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP)
of rigging the last general election, the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) of Imran
Khan has now directly blamed the Pakistani establishment for “stealing its mandate.”
The party is also openly expressing its reservations about the government’s
decision to allow former Army Chief General (retd) Raheel Sharif to head a
Saudi-led military alliance. With just over a year to the next election, the PTI ap-
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pears to be on a warpath with the establishment, which could immensely harm
it. Under its latest strategy, the PTI has now accused former Army Chief Ashfaq
Parvez Kayani of engineering elections in 2013.
PTI spokesperson Naeemul Haque dropped a bombshell when he accused
former Chief of Army Staff GenERAL Ashfaq Parvez Kayani of rigging the last
general election on a primetime TV show. He said his party had lost the elections
because of the former army chief’s involvement in election affairs. However, the
PTI leader later issued a clarification in a tweet: “My comments on General
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Kayani were my own and do not reflect the party's stance in any way.” Haque
said a "grand scheme" was planned by the establishments of Pakistan, the
United States and Saudi Arabia and General (retd) Kayani implemented it to
help the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) win the 2013 election. He
said the PTI's suspicions had proved right and a number of people were exposed
during the proceedings of a judicial commission to probe alleged irregularities
in the polls. He said the former army chief, with the help of state institutions, had
planned the PTI’s defeat.
Later, he was asked by PTI Chairman Imran Khan to issue a clarification on
his comments. "I have spoken to Imran Khan and he ordered me to clarify that
this is not the stance of the party. It was based on an article published in a newspaper, and my tweet and opinion were in my personal capacity," he added.
There are two assumptions of the outburst of the PTI spokesperson; he was
either expressing his personal opinion or spelling out his party’s stance. A party
spokesperson cannot utter a “thunderbolt” like it without the permission of his
party chairman. If it was his personal view, the party should have clarified its
position. If it was a planned strategy, it can seriously hit the party in the next
election, because if General (retd) Kayani was actually involved in alleged rigging, he could not have acted on his own. He must have the backing of the establishment and international forces.
It is possible that Naeem had spoken without the permission of Imran Khan,
but he has caused severe damage to his party. Earlier, Imran accused a Military Intelligence (MI) brigadier of rigging, but it is the first instance that the
party has blamed a former army chief. The army’s command has changed, but
it does not allow its past chiefs to be dragged into controversy unnecessarily.
Everybody knows what happened when the PML-N government started a treason trial against former President General (retd) Pervez Musharraf. His former
institution backed him at every step and helped him leave the country.Criticizing the former army chief would not help the PTI either.
It is said that Imran Khan was advised on some points in a recent meeting
with Army Chief Qamar Javed Bajwa and reminded of his drift to the wrong side
of the establishment. Few years ago, former Prime Minister Chaudhry Shujaat
Hussain, who is considered close to the military establishment, had accused
General Kayani of being “personally” involved in rigging the election. Even before the election, when rallies and meetings of “liberal” and leftist parties, like
the Pakistan Peoples’ Party (PPP), the Muttahia Qaumi Movement (MQM) and
the Awami National Party (ANP) were attacked, their leaders accused the international establishment of a conspiracy to bring parties, like the PML-N and
the PTI, to power.
The PTI is also concerned about the government’s decision to allow former
Army Chief General (retd) Raheel Sharif assume the charge of a Saudi-led
military alliance without taking opposition parties into confidence. In April 2015,
the parliament had unanimously approved a resolution urging the government
to stay neutral in the face of demands from Saudi Arabia to join its military
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campaign in Yemen after an extraordinary weeklong debate. The parliamentary
snub caused an unprecedented hiccup in Pakistan’s relationship with the kingdom, which felt betrayed. The primary reason for Pakistan to stay away from
the intra-Arab differences was due to the delicate balance it has traditionally
maintained in its relationship with Saudi Arabia and Iran.
The formation of the alliance was announced by Saudi Arabia in December
2015. Despite claims, Pakistan was not convinced the Saudi initiative was
meant for fighting terrorism alone. There were fears the actual purpose of the
Saudi alliance was to advance its own interests in countries such as Yemen,
Syria and Iraq. Both Saudi Arabia and Iran are at odds over the hotspots in
the Middle East. And because of the complexities, Pakistan was reluctant to
take sides. Against this backdrop, questions are now being raised as to what
were the circumstances that prompted the government to change its policy on
the issue. However, the military spokesman has called it a decision of the state.
The PTI believes the decision to issue the NOC to General (retd) Raheel Sharif
is contrary to the parliament’s decision.
The PTI’s harsh remarks against General (retd) Ashfaq Parvez Kayani and
indirect criticism of General (retd) Raheel Sharif accepting the post may not go
down well with the establishment. It also indicates rising frustration of the PTI
about fears of being left out in the cold again in the next setup.
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Crime

Clean chits
for the corrupt
Muhammad Ali

The Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) has achieved a number of successes on
the legal front after its key figures were released by the courts. The relief to the
party in quick succession prompted Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) Chairman
Imran Khan to allege that it was a result of a secret deal between the Pakistan
Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) and the PPP.
Addressing a press conference at his residence, Imran said, "I have no
doubt that Nawaz and Zardari have cut a deal and that is why Zardari and Sharjeel Memon have returned to Pakistan while Dr. Asim Hussain and Ayyan Ali
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were set free. The PPP is now repeating history, returning the favour that the
PML-N did to them by remaining silent for four years." However, people who
understand the political situation in Pakistan believe that Imran Khan’s allegation is partially true. The government can provide relief to an accused through
a number of ways, because all state institutions work under it. It can help the
accused through flawed investigation, inadequate proof and state prosecutors’
lack of interest in trials. Some say the relief to the PPP is a result of improved
relations between the party and the Pakistan establishment, mediated by the
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international establishment.
According to the ruling party and the PPP, Imran must be tried for contempt
of court. Everybody knows that he was not criticizing the courts. He was only
pointing out flaws in the legal system, which is exploited by the government to
receive favourable verdicts from the courts. The procedure was adopted to secure the release of people linked to the PPP. The Supreme Court allowed model
Ayyan Ali, involved in laundering billions of rupees, to travel abroad. The Islamabad High Court acquitted former Religious Affairs Minister Hamid Saeed Kazmi
in a mega Haj corruption case that had been under trial since 2010. The Sindh
High Court (SHC) granted the biggest relief to the PPP when it granted bail to
Dr. Asim Hussain in Rs480b corruption cases. The Islamabad High Court also
granted transitory bail to Sharjeel Memon, who is charged with Rs5 billion corruption, and the Sindh High Court approved his temporary bail.
It appears the two parties have struck a secret deal not to pursue cases
against each other. The last PPP government never initiated any proceedings
against the Sharif brothers in the alleged money laundering or corruption cases,
which had been pending for years. It also failed to pursue the Asghar Khan case.
It is said that the then President Asif Zardari had specifically ordered his ministers not to reopen the pending corruption and money laundering cases against
Nawaz Sharif and Shahbaz Sharif. Besides, despite a clear Supreme Court
order in the Asghar Khan case, the PPP government did not initiate investigations against the Sharifs for allegedly receiving huge amounts of money from
the ISI.
The PPP government used the National Accountability Bureau (NAB), which
did not pursue the cases against the Sharifs and when an application was filed
in an accountability court for reopening the cases in 2009, the accountability
court sought the opinion of the NAB chairman, which was mandatory under the
law. However, the NAB chairman did not gave his opinion because of strict government orders. The PPP government faced pressure even from within the party
to initiate investigations in the light of the court judgment in the Asghar Khan
case involving some retired army generals and top politicians including Nawaz
and Shahbaz. However, the PPP leaders remained silent.
The PML-N paid back the favours when it came to power in 2013. Former
President Asif Ali Zardari was acquitted in almost all corruption cases, which
triggered debate in the country on the process of accountability and the efficacy
of graft-busting institutions. Disappointed by a lack of convictions in the graft
cases, people even called for abolishing the National Accountability Bureau.
The PPP co-chairman has been exonerated of all cases, except an illegal
assets case, and he hopes to get a clean chit in it too. “(Redundant) institutions,
like the NAB, should be shut down and a new and effective system of accountability should be introduced in the country. Acquittal of Asif Ali Zardari has proved
the fact the NAB does not have the capacity to work independently. The NAB
chairman has been assigned the task to end corruption cases against leaders
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of both parties,” the PTI had said in its reaction. However, the Pakistan Peoples
Party (PPP) asked the ruling party to tender a public apology for instituting “false
cases to malign the PPP leadership” about 18 years ago. Earlier, an accountability court acquitted Asif Zardari in an 18-year-old SGS-Cotecna corruption
case. The court said NAB could not provide solid evidence and documentation
presented before it was incomplete. It was strange that the documentation could
not be completed in 18 years, which pointed to a lack of interest by the government and NAB.
In 2015, NAB submitted a report on 150 mega scams in the Supreme Court
of Pakistan, which included the names of top politicians and bureaucrats of the
country. The report included cases against Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, Finance
Minister Ishaq Dar, Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif, former President Asif
Ali Zardari and top politicians and bureaucrats. The cases had been pending investigations with NAB for over 15 years.
The institution of cases against politicians and their acquittal highlight flaws
in the system. Politically-motivated cases are common in Pakistan and the accused are rarely convicted. The institutions are weak, which benefit the accused
and earn them public sympathies instead of punishment. Pakistan needs to reform NAB and the judicial system to save public money from lining the pockets
of corrupt politicians and bureaucrats.
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Energy

On the dark side of
the power cycle again
Muhammad Zain

The Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) had promised to end power
outages in few a months then years, before the 2013 elections. Its leaders led
protests against prolonged power suspensions in the country. Now, opposition
parties are planning to launch a movement against the government on the same
issue.
According to power generation and demand statistics, the energy shortfall
has touched 5,000MW, resulting in eight to 10 hours of outages in urban areas
and up to 14 hours in rural and suburban areas. The data indicates total electricity production in the country is around 9,400MW and demand has risen to
14,800MW. The gap between power generation and demand has widened
after the mercury started rising in the country and the use of air-conditioners
and fans increased in homes and offices. Reduction in hydropower generation
also worsened the situation. The country’s hydropower generation capacity is
6,500MW but only 1,900 MW is being produced. Private powerhouses are providing around 5,400MW electricity whereas 2,000MW is generated from other
sources.
Minister of Water and Power Khawaja Asif has warned of more power cuts
in the next few weeks. Contrary to the public posture of the government, he
also admitted that power loadshedding would not end even in 2018. In a written reply submitted to the National Assembly a few months ago, Asif said that
the demand for power would be 25,790MW in 2018, while the country would
be generating 18,034MW. The federal minister informed the lower house of
parliament that there were 43 power generation companies, of which 14 were
not operational. No independent power company is producing electricity according to its full capacity, while 21 companies are generating less than 50
percent; only three power projects are generating 90 percent electricity.
In its last annual report, the National Electric Power Regulatory Authority
(NEPRA) also painted a dark picture of the national grid. All power companies
operating in the public and private sectors failed to meet generation, transmission and distribution standards and sent inflated bills to consumers to
cover up their inefficiencies. It highlighted the plight of consumers and the
poor performance of the government in its topmost priority sector. Embarrassed by the report, the government published half-page ads in all leading
newspapers of the country and refuted its contents. It was the first instance
that the government had to launch a campaign against its own institution. Despite the drive, NEPRA decided not to amend or review its annual report.
The NEPRA findings exposed the government claims of improvements in
the power sector. The power crisis has eased a bit in the Punjab, but the situation in other provinces remains the same. The circular debt has also grown
in the meantime. The government had paid Rs480b to the independent power
produces (IPPs) in December 2013. However, the circular debt has again
reached the same level in three years. The debt the government retired in
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The extremely hot weather
has compounded the power
crisis with demand for
electricity rising with the use
of air-conditioners in homes
and offices. Temperatures in
Sindh, Balochistan and
southern Punjab have touched
45 degrees centigrade. The
past governments failed to
assess the future needs of the
nation and now there is no
quick fix for it. Power cuts can
be reduced by some steps to
some extent, but an outage-free
Pakistan looks impossible even
in decades to come.
2013 had been accumulated over a period of almost two decades. The PMLN government has suffered heavier losses in just three years. One can easily
guess the losses at the end of its term. However, the government is not willing
to accept the responsibility.
The power-supply gap today is the same that it was before the installation
of the PML-N government in 2013. Power generation stood at 9,000MW with
demand at around 16,500MW. It shows the government has added only
400MW in four years. The government took some cosmetic measures in recent
years, which reduced outages, particularly in the Punjab. However, long ours
of loadshedding have shaken the belief of the common people in the govern-
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ment’s ability to end the problem in its remaining term.
The extremely hot weather has compounded the power crisis with demand
for electricity rising with the use of air-conditioners in homes and offices. Temperatures in Sindh, Balochistan and southern Punjab have touched 45 degrees
centigrade. The past governments failed to assess the future needs of the nation and now there is no quick fix for it. Power cuts can be reduced by some
steps to some extent, but an outage-free Pakistan looks impossible even in
decades to come.
The long power cuts have also added to the disappointment of the people
and reinforced the general perception that the government lacks the capacity,
or is not serious about resolving national issues. The government will have to
check line losses and theft and produce cheap electricity to curtail the circular
debt but it has run the country on an ad hoc basis and the power sector is no
exception. Energy experts believe there is no permanent solution to the current
energy crisis until the government invests in hydropower generation by aug-
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menting water reservoir capacity.
People have already started feeling the heat of the budget and Ramazan
as prices of flour, pulses, fruit and vegetables have skyrocketed in the country.
Pulses have become costlier by Rs5 to 10 per kg. The next elections are due
next year and government’s planning to meet the energy crisis has fallen flat.
The situation offers a great opportunity for the opposition to exploit the situation. Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) leaders have advised their Chairman Bilawal Bhutto Zardari to launch an agitation campaign across the country. He
has announced a movement against the government a number of times, but
failed to get a positive response. It may be his last chance to succeed or prove
his worth.
The Pakistan Tehrek-i-Insaf (PTI) is also examining the situation carefully.
Even if the court verdict in the Panama case is not “favourable” to it, power
outages will provide a sufficient ground to it to launch another movement
against the government.
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Politics

Election Blues: where
have all the issues gone?
Raza Khan

While the Supreme Court of Pakistan (SCP) is taking its time to announce
the decision on the Panama corruption scandal, allegedly involving Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif’s family, of buying properties worth billions in foreign lands
and establishing off-shore companies through ill-gotten money, political parties,
including the ruling Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N), have started creating an electoral environment. It remains to be seen that when the elections
are going to be held in the country, but as is the propensity of politicians and
political parties, they have started gearing up for the elections.
Insofar as the preparation for elections of the political parties is concerned,
the opposition Pakistan People’s Party (PPP), the PML-N ruling coalition partner Jamiat-e-Ulema-e-Islam Fazl (JUI-F) and the Jamaat-e-Islami (JI), which
is part of the ruling coalition led by the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) in the
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province, are at the forefront.
The PPP sensing that getting its government at the federal level is impossible without winning a sizable number of parliamentary seats from the largest
province, is belatedly trying to resuscitate the lost support base in the Punjab.
The party leadership spearheaded by former president Asif Ali Zardari has ensconced itself in the Punjab. Zardari has recently claimed that he would maneuver the situation so that the next prime minister was from his party. Zardari
may be adept at political deal-making, but the problem is that even for this a
party must have some solid support base in an area or province. Unfortunately,
the PPP has emaciated itself in the Punjab and KP provinces and Zardari himself is very much responsible for that. So Zardari, or the PPP, may not be able
to exploit the situation. Noticeably, the PPP does not have any solid issue to
organize its electoral campaign around. The only issues which the PPP seemingly have to sell are Dr. Asim’s jailing, Ayan Ali’s capture in the illegal money
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transfer case, keeping its political base intact in Sindh province and now attempting to bring its man as prime minister. However, the party has been doing
little of what is required to keep intact its support base in Sindh and capturing
the slot of chief executive of the country. Whereas, it has done whatever required to bail out Dr. Asim and Ayan Ali
On the other hand, the JUI-F held the 100-years anniversary of the foundation of the party in the former Indian subcontinent, with a three-day celebration in Peshawar in which the Imam of Khana-e-Kaaba, one of the holiest
worship places of Islam, was the chief guest. He lead the Friday prayers there.
The invitation to the Imam is politically motivated and the leader of the JUI-F,
Fazal-ur Rahman, who is a wily politician, has conceived the idea to bring the
Imam in order to exploit the religious sentiments of the people of Pakistan,
particularly in the KP province. The holding of the celebrations in Peshawar
points towards the fact that the JUI-F and Maulana Fazl are using the opportunity to score politically in the province, which is ruled by its staunchest rival,
the PTI of Imran Khan. Moreover, the KP province where the celebrations are
being held is the province, from where the JUI-F got most of its parliamentary
seats and votes, and the party still has a strong political base among the ultraconservative sections of the province’s population.
The holding of the centenary celebrations of the JUI-F in Peshawar also
points towards the fact that the political parties do not have any strong issues
around which to organize their political campaigns. The Peshawar occasion
was used to exploit the religious sentiments of the people by using rhetoric
and claiming that “Islamic values are in danger.”
Parties like the Awami National Party (ANP) also do not have any issue
around which to organize its politics and electioneering. The issue of terrorism
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over which the party took a stand in the 2008 elections and won majority seats
in the KP province may not have died down. However, the way in which the
party tried to negotiate the threat during its rule in the province left everyone
aghast. The financial corruption of the party government during its rule decimated its political prospects. Consequently, the party had to face a historical
defeat in the 2013 elections. Despite the efforts of its leadership to come out
of oblivion it has not been able to do so, again because it does not have any
issue to exploit. The party failed to politicize the issue of CPEC and the PMLN government’s step-motherly treatment with the KP province in this regard. It
aimed more at resurrecting Pakhtun nationalist sentiments and blaming its political nemesis, the PTI’s provincial government for failing to defend the rights
of Pakhtuns. However, the party failed on CPEC and the PTI government has
negotiated the issue very effectively. The question of the rights of KP within
the CPEC projects is now settled, as the federal government has provided
solid guarantees to give the KP its projects and due share.
The most vocal opposition party, the PTI, has not started its electoral campaign, probably as the leadership is waiting for the outcome of the Panama
case pending in the SCP. However, the PTI has a very strong issue in the
shape of corruption which its leader Imran Khan, if not other leaders, has consistently focused on and also taken to court. Whatever the outcome of the
Panama case, the PTI would have an issue to fight the next election on. In
case the SCP gives an all clear to PM Sharif and his family then the PTI would
suffer politically. But in case the SCP were to disqualify the prime minister or
his family members, this would give a huge boost to the PTI. All other political
parties, which did not take a clear stand on the corruption issue, would suffer.
The recent unprecedented meeting of Imran Khan with Chief of Army Staff
General Qamar Javed Bajwa was a development of extreme importance.
Khan’s statement in the backdrop of the said meeting that General Bajwa was
resolutely behind the democratic system in the country is also very meaningful
and one could read the message between the lines but obviously could not
comment on it.
The above-mentioned situation brings to mind the terms ‘obtrusive’ and
‘unobtrusive’ issues. Social scientists call obtrusive political and electoral issues the ones that directly interfere with the lives of the masses. These include
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the price-hike and security situation. For this the people need not to depend
upon the political leaders, parties and media to inform them but they need them
to have a solution of these issues. The ‘unobtrusive’ issues are the ones which
do not directly obtrude into the lives of the people but they are undoubtedly indirectly affected by them. For instance, corruption and foreign policy of the
country. Resultantly, the people are dependent upon the political leaders, political parties and media to inform and educate them on these issues. Keeping
this view in mind at the moment one or two political parties are doing politics
or organizing their electoral campaign around the solutions of the obtrusive issues and educating the people on the unobtrusive issues.
So the next elections may not be possible in the country before October
but the presence of non-issues in the election campaign may keep the interest
of the people away.
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Media

Educating
the voters
Raza Khan

On April 20, 2017, the Supreme Court of Pakistan announced what was,
arguably,the most awaited judgement of recent years. In what may be summarized as Family Sharif versus democracy and the people of Pakistan, the
Sharifs have been allowed a breather. Just a breather, mind you, not a loophole, in the form of the Panama Case being referred to a joint investigative
team (JIT). Whatever the legal dimensions, it is now very probable that elections will be called early, possibly in the autumn.
Elections have always been central in any democratic dispensation,
whereas the role of voter has been cardinal in elections. So the voter is the
pivot around which the whole democratic political system revolves. The voters’
decision in favour, or against, a political force is the upshot of interplay of many
factors and communication plays a role of vital importance in this process.
Today, societies are mass societies, therefore, the most effective way to make
voters cognizant of the political situation is through mass communications.
Mass society is, in fact, the interaction between the people of a particular social
setup, which is largely impersonal in nature.
On the world scene, mass media is becoming more localized and specialized, hence the phenomenon of de-massification has taken place. While the
local government system is a concept of governance at the grass roots level,
thus, the most compatible tool to form and educate the public about the election system would be the local media.
In a country like Pakistan, where almost 50 percent of the population is illiterate and the electoral system and laws are not part of the curricula of educational institutions, the media is the most efficient means of informing and
educating the masses and, in particular, the voters. In this connection the electronic media can be instrumental in fulfilling the task. The reach of the electronic media, in particular, radio and television, is such that it cuts across
barriers of space and delivers the message efficiently. Today a significant portion of Pakistan’s population has access to radio and TV channels, therefore
it is not that difficult to inform and educate the masses about the electoral issues, system and the importance of voting. Nevertheless, to inform someone
is not an end itself, rather a means towards an end. If the media role is limited
to mere information, that it would be a well informed futility, as one media expert calls it. The end is to educate the people regarding the key issues facing
the state and society and persuade people that it is only through their proactive
participation that such a conscientious, knowledgeable and capable leadership
could be brought to rule the country which could address the nation’s problems. Therefore, people would have to be made aware how important is their
vote and what are the affects of their non-voting.
This end, to educate the people about the key issues facing the country
and society, can be attained not only by communicating perse, but to communicate positively. This process of communication would involve preparing the
messages, keeping in view the psychological make-up of the target audiences.
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Such message formation would involve addressing the internal psychological
make-up of the audiences. In order to effectively and positively communicate,
the media and the media personnel also need to build their capacity and
knowledge of issues, their dynamics and solutions.
In this regard, the psycho-dynamic model is very important. The psychodynamic model of mass communication is based on the premise that media
messages do not have collective impact, but they vary corresponding to individual differences or characteristics. Therefore, the postulates of the model
rests on the belief that the key to effective persuasion lies in modifying the in-
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ternal psychological structure of the individual through communication.
Through such modification, desired behavioural responses that are to educate
and persuade potential voters to have an understanding of key issues and their
active participation in voting, will be achieved.
Here the role of the print media cannot be underemphasized as credibility
wise they still have an edge over other forms of mass communication in Pakistan; they have a history of playing the role of tribune to the politically dispossessed and waging a struggle to restore the political and democratic rights of
the people, even in an era when all other institutions, like Parliament, was not
there, or have been rubber stamps for the establishment, as well as due to the
negative role of the judiciary in this connection. This credibility of the print
media can be used in restoring the voters’ confidence in the electoral system
and its outcome.
The question arises that how can the print media play a significant role in
informing and educating the general public regarding elections and voting
when there is large-scale illiteracy in the country, as well as an existence of
misperceptions and misconceptions? In this regard, it must be borne in mind
that educated voters can make a qualitative impact on the outcome of elections. They not only by voting can bring about a change in traditional power
politics, but can convince their fellow voters to vote for change and by telling
them that it is a fundamental obligation which they ought to perform. As the
audience of the print media is educated, they are better placed to educate and
inform the voters and masses about elections and their participation. In this
connection, the psychological barriers which may be numerous in electronic
media message delivery, can be a few for the print media due to the cosmopolitan background of the educated audiences.
Furthermore, educated audiences having more exposure to the media, in
terms of variety and time, could better understand the message and, after processing it, could deliver the message to their fellow voters. In order to inform
and educate the cosmopolitan audiences about the electoral process, the twostep or multi-step flow models of media message dissemination should be employed. This would help inform the masses and could persuade them to vote
by greater dissemination of the message and by also lacing it with the persuasive contents of the opinion leaders.
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Social, including political, institutions in the country, except religious and
family institutions, are quite weak due to absence of political participation by
a large regment of the population. Faith in the socio-political institutions is low,
due to which participation in elections is also negligible.
So, it is the obligation of the media to transform the attitude of non-voters
among the people by portraying the electoral process and people’s participation in it in a positive manner. At the same time, the media should tell people
that just by listening or viewing the informational and educational contents of
the media on elections would not in any way achieve the goal of their participation, as there is a latent anomaly in media messages that make their audiences passive and they feel satisfied and think they have delivered their civic
duty by viewing and listening to media content in this regard.
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Education

Dreams turned
into nightmares!
Dr. Zaheer Ahmad Babar

Alam Khan was in Karachi in connection with making a living for his family
when he came to know that the Taliban had bombed the Government Girls Middle School in a village of Matta tehsil, where his three daughters were studying.
Nargis Khan was a student of seventh grade, Mehwish in class five, Pariwish in
class three, while his only son was yet to be admitted to a school.
A driver by profession, Alam had to leave his native town situated in Swat
district of Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (then NWFP) province in 2007 when some extremist elements of the locality forced him to join the Taliban movement for “implementation of the Sharia law in Swat valley”.
Alam Khan knew it well that fighting against the security forces of the country
was impossible and the Taliban would have to face humiliation sooner or later,
he thought it better to leave his area as he could not fight against the Taliban.
Karachi proved to be an ultimate choice for over 35 years old Alam Khan, as
some of his relatives were already living there, along with their families, and
earning a livelihood in the public transport business. He could not shift all his
family to Karachi immediately due to his limited resources.
But now, it had become a compulsion. Himself a matriculate, he wanted all
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his daughters and son to get an education. But under “the Taliban rule”, it was
not possible for his daughters to continue their education. Therefore, he decided
to shift all his family to Karachi where all his four kids were admitted to schools
in Banaras Colony area.
However, all girls are not lucky like Nargis Khan and her siblings. A report,
released by the Human Rights Watch (HRW) in the last week of March 2017,
says that attacks by the Taliban and other militant groups had a devastating impact on education in Pakistan.
According to the report, after the Taliban took over large parts of the Swat
Valley in 2007, they began a violent campaign against education for girls. Over
900 girls’ schools were forced to close and over 120,000 girls stopped attending
school. About 8,000 women teachers were driven out of work. For many girls,
the loss was permanent and they did not return to school even after the army
displaced the Taliban.
The report, released on the eve of the Second International Conference on
Safe Schools in Buenos Aires, Argentina, noted with concern that Pakistan faced
significant education challenges with an estimated 25 million children still out of
school. The report included testimonies on how militant violence had disrupted
education of hundreds of thousands of children, particularly girls. It also documented instances of military use of educational institutions.
“The Taliban and other militants repeatedly committed horrific attacks on
Pakistani schools, depriving students of their lives as well as their educations.
These audacious attacks often occur because, too often, authorities… failed to
properly prosecute the militants and extremists,” said Bede Sheppard, the child
rights deputy director at HRW.
The 71-page report, “Dreams turned into nightmares: attacks on students,
teachers and schools in Pakistan,” is based on 48 interviews with teachers, students, parents and school administrators in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa, Punjab and
Sindh. It documented attacks by militants from January 2007 to October 2016
that destroyed school buildings, targeted teachers and students and terrorised
parents into keeping their children out of school.
The report regretted that the federal or provincial governments did not collect
specific data on the number of attacks on schools and universities, or the number
of deaths and injuries from such attacks. However, according to the Global Terrorism Database, there were 867 attacks on educational institutions in Pakistan
from 2007 to 2015, resulting in 392 fatalities and 724 injuries.
Interestingly, most attacks on educational institutions in Pakistan (86.07%)
were non-lethal, while globally, this figure is 72.83%. In only 13.34% attacks,
less than 10 people were killed, while in the rest of the world, 25.9% attacks on
educational targets saw less than 10 fatalities.
Also, the Global Coalition to Protect Education from Attack recorded at least
838 attacks on schools in the country between 2009 and 2012, leaving hundreds
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of schools damaged. In December 2015, the Ministry for States and Frontier Regions (Safron) reported that in 2015 at least 360 schools were destroyed in three
of the seven regions of Federally Administered Tribal Areas FATA.
Most attacks against educational targets in Pakistan (82%) were recorded
in KP and FATA combined. KP was the worst-affected region, where 439 attacks
took place, followed by FATA, which witnessed 255 attacks against educational
targets. In Balochistan, there have been 70 attacks, in Sindh 53, in Punjab 26,
in Islamabad three, while there has been only one such attack in Gilgit-Baltistan
thus far.
Dr. Pervez Hoodbhoy, a nuclear physicist and educationist based in Islamabad, says that threats to education in the country were spotlighted by the attacks on Nobel Peace Prize laureate Malala Yousafzai on October 9, 2012, and
the Army Public School in Peshawar on December 16, 2014. After the Peshawar
attack, which killed 135 children, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif announced a 20point National Action Plan to deal with terrorism, says Hoodbhoy while talking
to Cutting Edge at a seminar. However, he regrets that none of the 20 points
pertained to students or education.
He says that the security forces also use educational institutions, including
both schools and college hostels, as temporary or permanent barracks or military
bases, which places them at an increased risk of attack. The government should
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issue clear and public orders to the security forces to abandon the military use
of school and college buildings.
The educationist says that government’s failure to keep consistent and transparent national data on militant attacks on educational institutions raises serious
concerns about its ability to track repairs of damaged schools, identify trends
that could inform protective measures or investigate and prosecute the responsible individuals.
The Human Rights Watch report also notes that none of the 20 points of National Action Plan (NAP) pertained to students or education. The militant groups,
including the Taliban, Lashkar-i-Jhangvi and their affiliates mostly use attacks
on schools and universities to foster intolerance and exclusion, to target symbols
of the government, and particularly to drive girls out of school. A Taliban commander, claiming the attack on Bacha Khan University in KP in January 2016,
said: “We will continue to attack schools, colleges and universities across Pakistan as these are the foundations that produce apostates.”
Pervez Hoodbhoy suggests that Pakistan should endorse the Safe Schools
Declaration, a non-binding political agreement opened for state support at an
international conference in Oslo, Norway, in May 2015. Countries that endorse
the declaration pledge to restore access to education when schools are attacked, and undertake to make it less likely that students, teachers, and schools
will be attacked in the first place, he adds.
He says that despite such horrific attacks, the federal and provincial government did not declare security at educational institutions a top priority. According
to Alif Ailaan education initiative data, 5,000 public schools in KhyberPakhtunkhwa, 2,600 public schools in Punjab, 3,600 public schools in Balochistan,
and 49,000 public schools in Sindh are functioning without boundary walls.
Dr. Hoodbhoy says terrorists target educational institutions because schools,
colleges and universities are comparatively softer targets where large number
of people congregate and thus offer potential for mass casualties. It’s becoming
harder and harder for terrorists to attack military targets, key government buildings, hotels, embassies, and so on because they are comparatively wellguarded. The governments will have to accord at least as much importance to
educational institutions as it accords to military bases if they want to protect education and students against attacks by extremists and militants, he adds.
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Terrorism

Two terror attacks and
the Sargodha massacre
Faheem Amir

There is no peace in Pakistan. Terrorism, extremism, ignorance, superstitions
and poverty are killing many innocent Pakistanis every day. The people of Pakistan are helpless against these brutal and dark forces of terror, hatred, ignorance and extremism. So far, around 60 innocent people, including four army
soldiers, children and women, have been killed and more than 100 injured in
two different terror attacks, Parachanar blast, Lahore attack, and Sargodha massacre.
On 31st March, at least 23 people were killed and more than 100 wounded
when a suicide bomber detonated a car ‘rigged with explosives’ outside an
Imambargah in Parachanar. Jamaatul Ahrar, a splinter group of the outlawed
Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan, has claimed responsibility for the deadly terror attack. Two months ago, on January 21, around 21 people were killed and over
50 injured in a suicide blast in a crowded vegetable market in Parachanar. Hundreds of innocent people of Parachanar have already been killed and injured in
several terror attacks occurred in 2008,2012,2013,2015 and 2017.
On 5th April, six people, including four Army soldiers and an off-duty Air
Force airman, were killed and at least 19 others injured after a suicide bomber
targeted a census team in Lahore's Bedian Road area. The proscribed Tehreeki-Taliban Pakistan claimed the attack.
Although the Pakistan Army has launched military operation Raddul Fasaad
days after a terror attack near the Punjab Assembly in Lahore left at least 13
people dead and 85 others injured, terrorists are not bowing down and attacking
the innocent people across the country. Only, in February, the terrorists have
killed around 130 people in different terror attacks across the country.
The most important and worrying thing is that many terror attacks have occurred, now, in Lahore, the Punjab’s capital. On Feb 13, at least 13 killed and
85 injured in a suicide attack outside the Punjab Assembly on Lahore's Mall
Road during a protest. On Feb 23, 10 people were killed and more than 20 injured in a powerful explosion in an under-construction building Defence Y Block
Market. On March 13, three personnel of Punjab CIA received injuries in a drive
by-shooting incident near Lady Willingdon Hospital in Lahore.
These two terror attacks manifest the following:
1: The new wave of terrorist attacks has unnerved citizens who were taking
a sigh of relief after an improved security situation in the country after the launching of operation Zarb-e Azab by the army. These attacks clearly show that the
TTP and other militant organisations still have their presence across the country.
Their capacity and power to attack across the country have not yet been destroyed. These ghastly attacks remind us that all the claims to have ‘broken the
backs’ of terrorists were premature and wrong.
2: Such heinous attacks do not happen in a void. There are many facilitators
in the communities who are giving help and support to the TTP and other militant
organisations for perpetrating violence in the country. It is the duty of our intelli-
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gence agencies that they should arrest all those facilitators by improving their
intelligence network.
3: Jamaat-ul-Ahraar is attacking Shias regularly. The organisation has publicly declared war on the country by launching Operation Ghazi. It is targeting
all government institutions and “anti-Islamic” sects or organisations, especially
Shias and Sunni Barelvi. This extremist organisation has already killed many innocent people in Lahore. Jamaat-ul-Ahraar has claimed the responsibility of the
Wagah Border attack in 2014, the Youhanabad bombings in 2015, the Gulshani-Iqbal Park bombing in 2016, and the suicide attack on Mall road, Lahore this
year, killing and injuring hundreds of people.
4: The PML-N government in the Punjab is reluctant to give a free hand to
the Rangers for launching a full operation against all the extremist organisations
in the province. The PML-N federal government is also not interested in implementing the NAP fully in the country. Because it just wants to protect its own
partisan interests. So, it is the duty of the PML-N government that it should implement the NAP fully by giving priority to the national interests.
5: The government has left the hard task of counter-terrorism to the military.
It has failed to change the ‘hearts and minds’ of the people by introducing and
implementing moderate education system in the country. There are no madrassa
reforms; there is no unified educational system; there is no merit system and
there is no people-friendly policy in the country.
6: Lahore is the bastion of Sharifs and repeated attacks since February of
this year clearly show that the Prime Minister has no ability to steer the national
security ship. The PML-N government has failed to create peace in the country.
Although the military is taking the lead against the war on terror, the civilian government should also fulfil its constitutional duty to protect Pakistanis by implementing the NAP fully.
7: Every one knows that the Afghan and Indian spy agencies are giving help
to the TTP and other militant organisations to destabilise Pakistan and halt the
construction of the CPEC, which is bound to bring about prosperity in Pakistan
and region. Pakistan’s government and army should try its level best to raise
this issue on all the diplomatic forums in the world. Pakistan has already voiced
concerns to the Afghan government about the militant organisations working
and propagating terror from across the border. Pakistani security forces should
enhance their vigilance and keep carrying out combing operations against the
terrorists, their operators and their facilitators across the country.
As if these terror attacks were not enough to turn the people sad and gloomy,
Sargodha massacre has made many Pakistanis shattered and hopeless.
A shrine caretaker Abdul Waheed and his two accomplices Zafar Ali and
Sanaullah have allegedly killed around 20 people including four women callously
by the fatal strikes of blunt and sharp weapons.
Police said: “ it had arrested Shrine custodian Abdul Waheed from the
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scene. And, Waheed had admitted to killing his disciples – six of whom belonged
to a single family. Victims were apparently given intoxicants before being slaughtered and some of the bodies were nude”. Shrine custodian Abdul Waheed
called on the worshippers to visit the shrine and then attacked them with his accomplices, said Liaqat Ali Chattha, deputy commissioner for the area. "As they
kept arriving, they were torturing and murdering them," Chattha told Geo TV.
The motive for the slaughter is yet unclear but some officials have said that
"the chief suspect had mental health problems and had used violence on followers before". Yet, it does not explain why he was aided in this massacre, and
what the motives of his accomplices were. Additionally, reports suggest, that in
this case, the shrine was built on private land and was not registered with the
government. There is also speculation over the seat of the shrine being disputed".
There is no doubt Pakistan is home to Sufism . There are many shrines of
great sufies and saints like Hazrat Data Ghanj Bukh, Shah Hussain, Hazrat Mian
Meer, Baba Farid Shakar Ghanj, Hazrat Sultan Bahoo, Bullay Shah, Mian
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Muhammad Buksh, Lal Shahbaz Qalandar ,etc, in Pakistan These Sufis and
Saints have preached Islamic teachings with love. In fact, sufism is the name of
peace and love, which wants to build generosity, brotherhood, kindness, affection,
sacrifice, self-abnegation, patience and internal calm. Many terrorist organisations
are also attacking the shrines. According to Law enforcement agencies (LEAs),
there are 200 shrines and tombs that are facing threats in Karachi. Unfortunately,
Sufism is also being abused in Pakistan by the custodians of shrines. There are
also many fake faith healers who deceive and plunder the poor people.
"Multan is home to around 1,000 of such so-called faith healers, says Farah
Gurmani, the secretary general of the New Vision Foundation, a human rights
advocacy NGO. According to Gurmani, when her organisation collected data on
rape cases, scores of women told them that so-called faith healers had raped
them when they had gone to them to seek their help in becoming mothers".
There are also many violent faith healers in the Punjab. "In April last year,
a ‘faith healer’ in Bahawalnagar slashed a young’s man tongue and beat him
with clubs and iron rods. The following month, two such pirs tortured a woman
to death in Okara. In Sahiwal, a self-proclaimed ‘faith healer’ burnt a 13-yearold girl alive during an exorcism, while a pir and two of his accomplices were arrested from Dera Ghazi Khan in February for torturing a woman to death".
The Nation writes: "Visiting shrines and offering alms to the poor and cash
to the custodians is a popular practice believed to help get ones prayers answered. But often, the payment to the custodian can be of an extortive nature.
If we have to protect our local culture, as a means to bring our communities together, if we have to sustain shrines as places of prayer and meditation, such
“faith healers” and their prescriptions must be rejected. These men and their
misleading dogmas will lead to the destruction of what remains of a peaceful religious culture. Those who visit shrines have a responsibility too, to think and
question these custodians and soothsayers. People dying of physical harm in
exorcisms, or getting sick when given concoctions that are medically unsound,
is nothing new in Pakistan, but here we have the same practice going terribly
wrong. This is the consequence of belonging to a society that does not question
anything that comes out of the mouth of a religious figure. The absence of local
facilities like hospitals and schools, and the constant presence of poverty and
misery, has only made the problem worse".
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Foods

Six Super Foods for the Pakistani Summer
Zainab Malik
With the temperatures rising to new highs everyday summer tends to completely drain us. With scorching heat and high humidity most of us feel dehydrated and low on energy. In such a climate we should look for ways to cool
ourselves. Our body needs cooling foods that will balance our diet and keep our
energy levels stable. Here are six best cooling foods for the Pakistani summer.

YOGURT
Yogurt is an excellent and delicious coolant. You can make tasty chilled spicy
buttermilk, a glass of lassi, a fulfilling bowl of raita or refreshing fruit smoothies.
You can also add fruits to the curds to make a lip-smacking and wholesome
dessert or prepare dips during the summer season. Yogurt is the ideal food to
eat during the hot weather, as it contains probiotics, which aid in digestion and
boost your overall digestive health.

CUCUMBER
This crunchy vegetable costs little but has lots of fiber that reduces and prevents constipation. It can make each of your bites crunchier and help you stay
cool as a cucumber. Moreover cucumbers are made of 96 percent water, thus
they will not only keep you hydrated but will also flush out all the toxins from your
system.

MiNt
Mint is a simple, easily available, and an inexpensive herb, which you can
add to your curd to make pudinaraita or have it in the form of chutneys besides
using it in dips. You can even make refreshing icy drinks with it, like the classic
Mint Margarita. Moreover, the best thing about it is that you can grow it in a small
pot at home for your use. Although it does not help bring down the body temper-
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ature, but we simply love it because of its delicious and refreshing taste.

LIME WATER
The simple limewater or nimboopani is not only refreshing; it also has health
benefits for you. The high amount of vitamin C and antioxidants in limes can
strengthen your immune system and even help your body to fight infections. You
can have it sweet, salted or add a dash of black salt and cumin powder to it.
Have it chilled and beat the heat!

WATERMELON
Watermelon is another fruit that can help you keep cool. Bring home a watermelon, refrigerate it and have lots of it to benefit from the antioxidants present
in this delicious fruit. Watermelons also consist of 92 percent of water, which
ensures that you stay hydrated and feel full with a small number of caloric intake.
It can be enjoyed on its own or added to fruit salads, and juices.

GREEN vEGGIES
Though green vegetables are good to have round the year, it is good to have
lots of them during the summer months because they have high water content.
Avoid overcooking them because that can cause a loss of water, which leads to
a major reduction of their nutrients. Try to incorporate lots of crunchy salads in
you daily diet.
Lastly, make sure that you drink plenty of water at least seven-nine glasses
a day. As, water regulates the body temperature and replaces the essential electrolytes, which we lose due to excessive sweating in the hot weather.
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Ghost in the Shell

Set in a futuristic world where humans are cyber-enhanced, Scarlett Johansson stars as Major – a soldier devoted to stopping the world's most dangerous
criminals in this adaptation of the 1995 anime.
Going into this film, it’s impossible not to make comparisons to the original
anime that went on to become a seminal work in science fiction. Visually and
thematically rife with new concepts, the 1995 version was a ground-breaking animation that not only introduced the world to manga and anime, but also went
on to inspire several blockbusters such as the Matrix series, and Avatar, to name
just a few. To say this Hollywood live-action remake had big shoes to fill would
be a gross understatement. It didn’t help that the film was mired in controversy
from the outset as a Caucasian actress (Scarlett Johansson) was chosen to depict Major, portrayed as a Japanese character in the original.
Fortunately, Johansson is more than capable of playing an emotionally layered, yet physically skilled female lead. She brings a distinct personality to the
Major, imbibing her with a sense of robotic detachment, as her brain is the only
human organ in her cyber-enhanced body. Conflicted by her past as she begins
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to experience “glitches”, her self-discovery becomes the central theme of the
film. This isn’t entirely different from the original, which took the concept of the
“ghost” or soul to a philosophically richer place, leaving its viewers with a diverse
range of questions to ponder about our humanity. However, this adaptation doesn’t progress far beyond a dumbed down origin tale, and is precisely where it falters.
Credit where it’s due – the effort to make a modern revision inspired by the
cult classic, and not a frame-by-frame clone is certainly commendable; some
iconic scenes and visual imagery are re-imagined within a new narrative. Unfortunately, the same cannot be said of the soundtrack where Kenji Kawai’s haunting and memorable theme is replaced by a bombastic Hollywood score by Clint
Mansell. Nevertheless, the world of Ghost in the Shell is truly a sight to behold,
with an amalgamation of a neo-noir landscape along with a gritty, greasy cyberpunk underbelly. Combined with seamless CGI work, this is a stunning film to
watch in IMAX 3D, one that can probably be enjoyed by an audience unaware
of its origins. Fans of that cult classic however, will find this merely a decorative
“shell” of its former self. Courtesy: TOI
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Book

Homegoing
By Yaa Gyasi

Aimal Farooq
Homegoing follows the generations of two half-sisters, separated by forces
out of their control. One sister is sold into slavery, and the other is married off to
a powerful British slaver, but each sister’s story lasts for only one chapter. The
book follows their children, and their children’s children at various points in time,
following their bloodline from Ghana to Alabama to Boston and New York.
Homegoing is not an easy book to read, despite being a short one. It’s not
meant to be a comfortable book; it doesn’t exist for leisure, with the intention of
making the readers lose themselves in the story, or to find comfort in the characters like so much other fiction does. Homegoing is harsh and brutal; its
punches land true to their mark, forcing you to look in the past and the present
and analyze what’s happening around you. It’s honest, it’s dark, it’s bleak, and
it’s infinitely important with its unflinching portrayal of history and the persistence
of human cruelty.
The book holds nothing back. Set in a time where minorities in the US, especially African-Americans are expected to maintain idle niceties in the face of
severe oppression and persecution, Homegoing is a resonating voice. If I could
be in charge of school reading, this would be a book that I would make required
reading because it’s so much more than ink on paper. It’s a living, breathing narrative that exists just as much to convey stories as it does to show you the mirror.
It’s a book that covers so much ground – warring villages in Africa, honour,
power and culture starting from eighteenth century Ghana, while also tackling
race relations in the United States, from slavery to the Civil War to segregation
to the struggles faced by the black community in the modern day. It shows you
that unlike what you may believe, persecution and oppression did not end when
slavery did, or segregation did, but its ugliness continues to thrive like a slower,
lethal poison.
Homegoing is so many stories within one, with each chapter following a different character. The book spans 300 pages in the hardcover edition, and each
character gets 20 pages, give or take a couple, meaning that it follows 15 different characters. Fifteen characters, each at a different point in time, each with a
different story – it sometimes reads like a short story collection, but also not really, because somehow Gyasi makes all the different stories connect. Whether
it’s through the mention of another character halfway through the chapter, or a
flashback to something that happened a couple chapters ago, the stories despite
being different, all flow together. That in itself is a huge accomplishment.
But what makes this novel so technically striking, apart from its narrative flow,
is how well fleshed-out each and every character is. I’ve never been one for generational stories Granted, I haven’t read too many, but the few that I have suffered from one major flaw: the characters’ development is always sacrificed,
never fully appreciated and explored. But Homegoing, somehow, manages to
rectify that flaw, because each character has a distinct voice, a personality and
a being. With each chapter-end, you feel a profound sense of loss because you
know that chances are that you’re not seeing this character again in the story.
But with that sense of loss comes the more powerful sense of hope with the
knowledge that Gyasi’s going to surprise you more, and sweep you in with the
tale of another character, a promise of another friend.
Perhaps the only flaw that the book has falls towards the end, which I felt
was rushed – perhaps even unnecessary. I won’t say more at the risk of spoilers,
but I felt that the very last chapter perhaps should’ve been longer than the others,
to give the entire story the closure that it needed. The book spans two centuries,
and I would’ve liked to see a longer end than just twenty pages, if you know what
I mean.
But apart from that very minor flaw, Homegoing truly is an incredibly impor-
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tant read with characters that feel real, a writing style that keeps you captivated
and above all, thinking, and stories that will stick with you for a long, long time.
It doesn’t matter what your preferred genre is – be it young adult or fantasy or
romance – you need to read this book. It’s a powerful debut, a force to be reckoned with, and will be remembered and revered as such for a long, long time.
I’m sure of it.
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Interiors

Top interior decorating trends this season

It is that time of the year
again when we take a look at the
hottest decorating trends that
are set to take the next few
months by storm. Depending on
where you live, you might already be enjoying the sights and
sounds of spring/summer. It is indeed a welcome change for
many of us, with the melodious
songs of birds filling the air as
fresh blossoms add color to the
world around you and bright
sunny days make you feel
elated. It is the time for new beginnings, thus its also time to
give your homes a makeover.
But this season, go beyond the
usual and give your home a
trendy, refreshing makeover.
Just like you switch between
your winter and spring wardrobe,
it is time for your home to shed
its wintery whites and step into
the more cheerful world of the
coming season. And to help you with this transition, we take a look at the decorating trends that are currently topping the popularity charts across the globe.
From the exuberant to the casual, you will be pleasantly surprised by these
spring delights!

MODERN BOHEMIAN
The unchained spirit of bohemian and the magic of spring/summer do feel
like a perfect combination, with the revitalized landscape outside completing
your decorating instinct and creative genius perfectly! Few styles allow you
to combine comfort, vintage finds, antique pieces, cherished accessories and
modern décor like bohemian. The popular misconception regarding bohemian
is that it encourages clutter and chaos, but that is far from the truth. Bohemian
is basically ‘being you’ by shunning conventions and showcasing your true
style, passion and ability to mold the world around you in your image.

vIvACIOUS FLORAL PATTERNS
As spring rolls in, you simply cannot get away from floral patterns, and
2017 seems to be a great year for “flower power” as floral prints are ruling
both the worlds of fashion and interior design. In fact, designers are drawing
inspiration from the ramp as they roll out accent pillows, rugs, chairs and even
gorgeous sofas draped in floral print. Of course, not everyone is going to commit to a bright and bold couch in blue covered in colorful flowers, but a cool
rug or even drapes with a floral print do not seem like too much of a commitment. Mixing various patterns and prints is another cool and hip decorating
idea that you can try out with the floral prints.

ARTWORK THAT MAKES A STATEMENT
You can decently judge someone by just looking at their home, and the art-
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work that they choose
reveals even more
about the homeowner.
This is the time for
stunning art pieces that
make a bold statement.
Often, this comes in the
form of oversized paintings, prints and framed
posters that steal the
spotlight in any room
they adorn. If you wish
to add color to the living
room, dining space or
bedroom this spring but
wish to do so without
disturbing the existing
color scheme or décor,
then a large, tasteful
canvas is all you need.
Now that you know
what to do, visit your
nearest home stores
and buy products that
will instantly elevate your
homes’ style quotient.

Courtesy: DECOIST
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Your view
Family Registration Certificate

The low-paid

THIS is apropos the letter by Asfia Salahuddin (April 4). I agree

DUE to the skyrocketing prices of basic commodities

when she uses the word ‘hodgepodge’ for Nadra’s working and its

like milk, sugar, chicken, meat, tomato, potato and

system. I applied for a Family Registration Certificate online but my

onion, it is extremely difficult for the lower staff of gov-

younger brother’s name could not be verified by their system.(error

ernment and private sectors like peons, drivers, ste-

details: reference not found)! Interestingly when the same was sent

nographers, etc., to make a living. Paying monthly

through SMS, Nadra verified his name as were the names of all

utility bills make things worse for them.

family members.

Special allowances should be given to all salaried per-

I contacted Nadra’s executive centre located at Shahrah-i-

sons who get only Rs15,000 to Rs30,000 as salary.

Quaideen but they gave me a helpline 7000 number and told me to

Bank employees on non-clerical and clerical jobs and

contact them. The person who attended my call said the link must

junior officers, officer grade-III and officer grade-II get

be missing. How is that our fault because the entire system is com-

salaries that range between Rs18,000 and Rs30,000.

puterised and Nadra has all the details? They should have linked it

Besides, private banks have ceased numerous facili-

in the first place.

ties such as hospitalisation for workers’ parents,

I also lodged a complaint through their website and was allotted

bonuses, rent ceiling, lunch subsidy on concessional

ticket number 565852. I am still awaiting a response and don’t know

rates, etc.

how to go about obtaining an FRC with all family members. My

The federal minister for finance and Sindh chief minis-

brother’s name is Muhammad Ashraf Mala, NIC42201-0158201-1. I

ter are requested to order special allowance worth

request Nadra to improve its system and not to let the people suffer

Rs2,000 to Rs5,000 per month paid out to all lower

because of its shortcomings.

staff employees mentioned above.
Muhammad Iqbal Mala

Nisar Ahmed

Karachi

Karachi

Karachi environment

Terrorism
THE hearts of all Pakistanis are bleeding over

KARACHI is facing three environmental issues: lack of management of garbage,

the state of affairs in our motherland. Terrorist

air pollution and contaminated water. The management of garbage is the fore-

attacks continue unabated forcing society to

most issue as it also causes air pollution and contaminates water. To address the

ask why the government has failed to ad-

issue we need to: 1) Create awareness among people about the “reduce, recycle

dress the real causes of this mindless brutal-

and reuse” concept; 2) Reduce pesticides and fertilisers’ use in agriculture; 3)

ity. After every terrorist attack, our leaders

Stop buying packaged items as the packages are waste; 4) Ensure proper dis-

point the ritual finger at Afghanistan. I and all

posal of garbage; 5) Buy biodegradable products; 6) Last, but not least, the

other Pakistanis want to know when the net-

media must play its role in creating awareness among the masses. Air pollution

work of terrorists savaging our country will be

is mainly caused by transport and industries. The alarming effects of air pollution

crushed for good. Why is the government not

are respiratory and heart-related diseases, acid rain, eutrophication, adverse ef-

working against the nurseries of terrorism,

fects on wildlife and depletion of the ozone. The following measures should be

some of which are sited in seminaries and

taken to reduce air pollution: Encourage people to use public modes of transport;

mosques operating freely in the middle of the

resort to car pooling to save energy and money; conserve energy by switching

federal capital? Why are some of these

off unnecessary fans and lights to reduce the burning of fossil fuels. The govern-

preachers spewing hate given protection by

ment and all quarters should concentrate on promoting clean energy resources

the state? It is time to set aside the policy of

like solar, wind and geothermal energy. Use energy efficient devices like CFL

appeasement and act decisively.

lights which consume less electricity and result in lower electricity bills. These

Aamir Khan Khichi
Lahore

also help reduce pollution by consuming less energy.
Abdul Wajid Waggan
Karachi
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Horoscope

Aries (Mar 21-Apr 19)

Leo (Jul 23-Aug 22)

Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec 21)

The week begins with a Full Moon, making this a
good time to avoid overreacting. Also steer clear of
petty arguments. However, it can be perfect for romance and a special evening out. As the week unfolds, be prepared for a few surprises that could
nudge you out of your comfort zone in a positive
way. The weekend may spotlight an attraction that
turns into something more intimate. With Venus forging ahead now, you can enjoy your newfound bond.

Be careful what you say, especially on Monday, as
it could be all too easy to become irritated by a
minor matter. Feelings could reach a peak. Any irritation would be best channeled into exercise or a
soothing walk in nature. Try a massage, spa treatment, or anything that will help you relax. Around
Thursday, get ready for some news or perhaps an
invitation that could see you heading off on a trip or
learning more about a subject of interest.

Monday's Full Moon could coincide with a project
that has now reached a state of completion. It
might be time to let it go and move on to something new. Avoid hanging out with people who do
nothing but complain. Stick with those who are
upbeat and you'll get the week off to a great start.
It might be just as well to expect the unexpected,
too, as you could find that information or an invitation makes a startling difference to you.

Taurus (Apr 20-May 20)

Virgo (Aug 23-Sep 22)

Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Although you may be busy, you could have a powerful desire to kick back and relax at the start of the
week. You may also find that unexpected tasks or
deadlines show up. If you can clear your schedule
of unnecessary activities in advance, this may help
you navigate through the Full Moon period in a positive way. The other big news is that your personal
planet Venus pushes forward, and you could make
some key decisions concerning your social life.

The desire to splurge could be very strong early in
the week, and you could hit the mall or shop online. Go easy, though. You're your ruler Mercury
retrograde, it might be best to avoid big-ticket items
for now. If you must buy something, keep the receipts so you can return it if necessary. There
could also be an unexpected windfall. It likely won't
be anything big, but it could make you smile. A romantic attraction sizzles with promise, too.

The Full Moon in your sector of ambition could put
you in the spotlight, drawing attention to your plans,
projects, and overall image. If you want to appear
in the best light, set an example that all can follow.
Be prepared for some disruption to a family plan,
though. It may be minor, but try to give yourself
more leeway around Thursday so you can handle
any unexpected snafus. A budding romance may
move to a new level after a period of uncertainty.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Libra (Sep 23-Oct 22)

Aquarius (Jan 20-Feb 18)

The lively sparkle around leisure activities and your
social life continues, with a powerful influence enhancing feelings on Monday. If you want to ask
someone out on a date, this could be the day to
make your move. Later, an unexpected invitation
might prove very positive for you in more ways than
one. With Venus now emerging from its retrograde
phase, key relationships that recently seemed distant
now may begin to harmonize and be more fruitful.

With a Full Moon in your sign on Monday, it wouldn't
be surprising if you felt more emotional than usual.
Try to give yourself more leeway and cut out unnecessary tasks. Avoid making spontaneous decisions
until you feel calmer and more settled. Relationships
seem to be an ongoing theme. Someone close could
spring a surprise on you. With Venus, your personal
planet, pushing forward, you may find that any recent
issues begin to resolve, enabling progress.

With a Full Moon in the sector of your chart associated with far horizons, you may be yearning to
escape from the everyday hustle and bustle of life.
This could be a chance to book a trip and let yourself relax. The week could also bring unusual news
that coincides with an opportunity or perhaps an
encounter you might relish. Something or someone intriguing and refreshingly different may be
about to enter your life, which has to be good.

Cancer (Jun 21-Jul 22)

Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov 23)

Pisces (Feb 19-Mar 20)

A buoyant influence could indicate a lively time on
the home front, where celebrations and get-togethers
can be a lot of fun. You might be eager to indulge in
a little pampering and self-care, which can be very
good for you. Try to avoid getting involved in petty
squabbles, as these will achieve little. When it comes
to your career and key ambitions, an unexpected opportunity could open the door to a startling new vista,
which could prove beneficial if you accept it.

The week could get off to a more thoughtful start
as the Full Moon in your spiritual zone encourages
you to deal with any wayward emotions. Emotional
baggage or situations that have held you back may
now be released, paving the way for new developments. Be prepared for fresh opportunities regarding work or everyday routines. Information could
come out of the blue that moves you in a new direction.

The temptation to spend could be strong, but at the
same time you'll have a lot of fun. Just make sure
you can afford it so there are no regrets. Thursday
could bring a financial surprise, which could be a
windfall or unexpected bill, so go easy. Venus
pushes forward, which can help reorient any relationships that may have suffered a recent setback.
Conversations held in the coming week might help
you take things to a new, more intimate level.
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